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Abstract—There is an accelerating demand to access the visual
content of documents stored in historical and cultural archives.
Availability of electronic imaging tools and effective image pro-
cessing techniques makes it feasible to process the multimedia data
in large databases. In this paper, a framework for content-based re-
trieval of historical documents in the Ottoman Empire archives is
presented. The documents are stored as textual images, which are
compressed by constructing a library of symbols occurring in a
document, and the symbols in the original image are then replaced
with pointers into the codebook to obtain a compressed represen-
tation of the image. The features in wavelet and spatial domain
based on angular and distance span of shapes are used to extract
the symbols. In order to make content-based retrieval in historical
archives, a query is specified as a rectangular region in an input
image and the same symbol-extraction process is applied to the
query region. The queries are processed on the codebook of doc-
uments and the query images are identified in the resulting docu-
ments using the pointers in textual images. The querying process
does not require decompression of images. The new content-based
retrieval framework is also applicable to many other document
archives using different scripts.
Index Terms—Angular and distance span, binary wavelet
decomposition, content-based retrieval, historical document
compression, partial symbol-wise matching.
I. INTRODUCTION
THE amount of multimedia data captured, produced, andstored is increasing rapidly with the advances in computer
technology. Availability of electronic imaging tools and effec-
tive image processing techniques makes it feasible to process the
multimedia data in large databases. It is now possible to access
historical and cultural archives according to the visual content
of documents stored in these archives.
The Ottoman Empire lasted more than six centuries until its
breakdown in World War I. There exist more than 30 indepen-
dent nations today within the borders of the Ottoman Empire,
which had spread over three continents. A content-based re-
trieval system can provide efficient access to the documents
from the Ottoman Empire archives, which contain more than
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100 million handwritten files. Historians want the documents in
historical archives to be stored in image form because the docu-
ments include not only text but also drawings, portraits, minia-
tures, signs, ink smears, etc., which might have an associated
historical value. In order not to lose any details, these documents
are suggested to be stored in image form. Another reason for the
digitization of these documents is that the hard copies of some
of the documents are deteriorating as time passes.
In this paper, a content-based retrieval system for the doc-
uments in the Ottoman Empire archives is presented. The Ot-
toman script is a connected script based on the Arabic alphabet.
A typical word consists of compounded letters as in handwritten
text. Therefore, an ordinary textual image compression scheme
for documents containing isolated characters cannot encode Ot-
toman documents. The compression scheme used is an extended
version of the textual image compression scheme developed by
Ascher and Nagy [1] and Witten et al. [2]. The key idea in this
special purpose image compression scheme is to extract textual
data from the document image, and compress the textual data
and the background separately. In our framework, the document
images are compressed by constructing a library of shapes that
occur in a document, and the compressed textual images con-
tain pointers into the codebook for each occurrence of these
shapes together with the coordinate information. The documents
are compressed based on the extracted codebook, which is con-
structed by a global symbol extraction process. In this process,
each new symbol is checked to find out whether it is similar to
an existing symbol both as a whole or as a region within the
symbol in a scale-invariant manner.
In order to have a scale-invariant symbol extraction and cor-
relation process, three features are used: distance span and an-
gular span based features are extracted from the spatial domain.
These features also enable rotation-tolerance up to a desired
angle to detect the slanted symbols. Scale-invariant features are
also extracted from the extrema of the wavelet transform com-
puted by the Adaptive Subband Decomposition (ASD).
In the content-based retrieval system, the query specification
is performed by identifying a region containing a word, a phrase,
or a sentence in a document image. Then, the features of the
query region in wavelet and spatial domain are extracted. This
process is performed by comparing the pointers to the code-
book in the query image with the pointers maintained for each
compressed image in the archive. The resulting documents are
ranked in the decreasing order of their similarity to the query
image, which is determined by the total number of symbols
matched with the query region. There is no limitation on the
number of lines in the query region, hence any portion of the
1057-7149/04$20.00 © 2004 IEEE
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query image can be queried successfully. The resulting docu-
ments are presented by identifying the matched region of each
document in a rectangle. An important feature of the querying
process is that it does not require decompression of images.
In addition to being the first complete content-based retrieval
system for Ottoman archives, the system has the following in-
novative features.
• The system presents the resulting document images in
the decreasing order of similarities with the help of split-
ting the query image into symbols which may or may not
correspond to characters. Ordering of document images
based on symbol-wise similarities yields more realistic
partial matches than whole picture comparisons, because
the number of matching symbols is taken into considera-
tion.
• The document images queried do not have to be binary im-
ages, they can be gray level or color images. This makes
the system capable of handling all possible documents in
original forms without any possible distortions due to bi-
narization.
• Symbols in the codebook are extracted from the document
images by a scale-invariant process, which enables effec-
tive and consistent compression for all historical and cul-
tural documents in textual image form.
• The techniques presented in this paper are not specific to
the documents using the Ottoman script. They can easily
be tailored to other domains of archives containing printed
and handwritten documents for not only image-based doc-
ument compression but also content-based retrieval.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents an overview on textual image compression schemes
detailing the character extraction and matching steps. The
proposed compression scheme that is applied to Ottoman docu-
ments is discussed in Section III and the content-based retrieval
process is explained in Section IV. In order to evaluate effec-
tiveness of the content-based retrieval process, precision and
recall analysis was carried out on a sample Ottoman archive
containing 102 document images from different sources.
Promising results obtained for the retrieval effectiveness are
presented in Section V. Finally, we conclude the paper in
Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK ON TEXTUAL IMAGE COMPRESSION
Efficient compression of binary textual images is an impor-
tant problem in document archives. A textual image typically
consists of repeated patterns corresponding to mostly charac-
ters and punctuation marks. Witten et al. [2], described a textual
image compression method that identifies the locations of the
characters in the textual images and replaces them by pointers
into a codebook of characters. The method can compress images
in both lossy and lossless manner. The main steps of the lossy
compression method can be summarized as follows.
1) Find and extract a character in the image.
2) Compare it with the symbol library (codebook) consisting
of the separate character images.
3) If the character exists in the codebook, take the location
only, otherwise add it to the library.
4) Compress the constructed codebook and the character lo-
cations.
The lossless compression is obtained by encoding the residue
image produced by subtracting the compressed image from the
original one [3]. Gerek et al. [4] proposed a subband domain
textual image compression method based on [2]. In this method,
the textual image is first decomposed into sub-images using a
binary subband decomposition structure. Then, the repetitions
of character images in the subband domain are encoded.
Another compression technology, called DjVu [5], [6], has
been developed to allow the distribution of the scanned docu-
ment images, digital documents and photographs at very high
resolution leading to huge file sizes to provide the readability of
the text and to preserve the quality of the images. Reducing res-
olution to achieve reasonable download speed during image dis-
tribution means forfeiting quality and legibility. DjVu provides a
medium for content developers to scan and distribute high-reso-
lution document images with acceptable download speeds. One
of the main technologies behind DjVu is the ability to separate
an image into a background layer and foreground layer. The
former corresponds to the texture and pictures in the document
image whereas the latter corresponds to the text and line draw-
ings. By the help of this foreground/background separation, the
text can be kept at high resolution while the background pictures
can be compressed at lower resolution with a wavelet-based
compression technique.
A. Character Extraction and Matching
A crucial step in a textual image compression scheme is the
character extraction process, as the codebook is populated ac-
cording to the extracted characters or symbols [7]. Extracting
symbols or characters from binary images is a relatively easy
task compared to extraction from gray level or color images.
A typical binarization method is presented in [8] to facilitate
the character extraction process, in which a gray level image is
transformed into a binary image with the help of global or lo-
cally adaptive techniques.
One of the main problems in character extraction is pro-
cessing characters from handwritten text or texts composed
of connected scripts. In historical documents including the
Ottoman documents, it may not be possible to isolate characters
successfully so that one can apply a character recognition
algorithm to recognize handwritten text or connected scripts
[2].
Binary Template Matching is one of the candidates for calcu-
lating the similarity between characters. In [9], Tubbs presented
eight different distance measures for determining character sim-
ilarity, and found the best ones as the Jaccard distance and
the Yule distance . In order to overcome the shape vari-
ance of the matching, probabilistic weights are assigned to the
pixels with respect to their positions. Gader et al. [10] proposed
a training-based approach in which the training phase is fuelled
with a set of templates for each character class. However, pro-
viding a comprehensive set for each handwritten character is a
tedious task and may not be suitable for connected scripts of
various languages.
Projection histograms [11] is another approach for not
only character matching but also character segmentation. The
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Fig. 1. Symbol extraction algorithm.
number of pixels for the horizontal and vertical projections of
a character is stored in the horizontal and vertical projection
histograms, respectively. These histograms can be normalized
with respect to the total number of pixels of a character in order
to satisfy scale invariance. However, the method is rotation
variant and may not be helpful for some domains.
Local Template Matching [2], [3] uses local characteristics
instead of global characteristics. The overall dissimilarity be-
tween two characters or symbols is calculated as follows: each
pixel-wise error is computed and then summed up. The local
template matching method is scale variant, thus, the characters
have to be re-scaled to a fixed size to compare them.
III. COMPRESSION OF OTTOMAN DOCUMENTS STORED AS
TEXTUAL IMAGES
It is recommended that documents in the Ottoman archives
are stored as textual images in compressed form. To achieve
this goal, a textual image compression scheme is proposed,
which encodes both the textual information and background
separately. While processing these document images, no noise
filtering or neighborhood ranking methods are employed
because of the fact that they might possibly damage the original
forms of the document images, which have a significant
historical value.
The Ottoman script is based on the Arabic alphabet. The
image encoding scheme developed in [4] for Ottoman docu-
ments is a multi-pass method. The character-wise partitioning
of the documents written in the Ottoman script is very diffi-
cult. This is due to the fact that there are isolated symbols cor-
responding to single letters as well as long connected symbols
which are combination of letters in Ottoman documents. Usu-
ally, longer symbols include some letters that can also be found
separately inside the document. When the smaller isolated sym-
bols are encoded and removed from the document, longer sym-
bols split into smaller symbols. Each of these smaller symbols
may also be contained in other connected symbols. Therefore,
they will later cause other connected symbols to split further.
Due to this reason, it would be better to use the term “symbol”
instead of “character” in Ottoman document image compres-
sion. Fig. 1 presents the character extraction algorithm.
The accuracy of this method depends on the fact that there
can be enough isolated symbols to split longer connected sym-
bols in a document which turns out to be a valid assumption in
Ottoman documents. Usually, the longer symbols include some
Fig. 2. Deletion of a symbol from a script image corresponding to a date: (a)
image before deletion and (b) image after deletion of an L-like symbol, which
appeared as an isolated symbol extracted earlier (shown with dashed rectangular
regions).
Fig. 3. Scale-invariant symbol extraction process can detect the symbol on the
left within the symbol on the right, which cannot be detected by the ordinary
pixel-wise sliding window symbol extraction process. The symbol on the right
is split further by the symbol on the left, which was already in the codebook
library.
symbols that can be found separately inside the document. The
symbols extracted in the first pass of the method are encoded
and removed from the document, then the longer symbols split
into smaller symbols for the succeeding passes of the method.
The deletion of the extracted symbols from the document image
is performed by sliding the symbol image throughout the docu-
ment image [2], [4] (see Fig. 2 for an example). The algorithm
stops when all of the symbols are extracted from the document
image during these multiple passes. The resulting codebook is
found to be consisting of basic compound structures, curves and
lines that eventually form the Ottoman script.
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Fig. 4. Document compression algorithm.
Fig. 5. Examples of handwritten Ottoman textual images: (a) textual image containing a miniature painting and (b) a document containing plant sketches.
A. Scale-Invariant Symbol Extraction
The algorithm in [4] reviewed above is not scale-invariant. In
order to make the symbol extraction process scale-invariant, as-
pect ratios of the symbols already in the library are considered
with the help of feature vectors defined in Sections III-B and C.
Moreover, all isolated symbols in a document (i.e., symbol can-
didates) are extracted in the first pass. Then, the symbol-wise
comparisons and deletions are carried out within these isolated
symbols. These modifications make the codebook library more
efficient for retrieval purposes. Fig. 3 demonstrates the scale-in-
variant symbol extraction on a sample document. Two symbols
are appearing in a sample document and the left one, which is
bigger in size, completely resides in the right one.
The new symbol extraction algorithm also solves the problem
of having a new symbol occurring as a part of the previously
extracted symbol. This problem is especially important for con-
nected scripts because the symbols extracted earlier may be a
combination of other symbols.
There is one codebook for each file containing writings of the
same writer, booklet, or book. The document compression algo-
rithm used for the historical Ottoman documents is as follows:
Let D denote the document to be processed, CCD denote the set
of isolated symbols of D, CD be the compressed textual image
representation of D to be used in querying and retrieval, and
SL be the existing codebook at the time of processing D. Fig. 4
presents the overall algorithm. The extracted isolated symbol
can be manipulated by a linked-list structure simply as well as
the symbols in the codebook library. At step 3, while picking a
isolated symbol from CCD, the smallest symbol heuristic can
be used, which relies on the tendency that smaller sized sym-
bols will divide other symbols more likely. The similarity check
in Step 4 is performed for all possible alternatives for the width
of Symbol S. The algorithm proposed here is not only appli-
cable to binary textual images, but also symbols can be extracted
from colorful images containing both drawings, figures, minor
shapes, etc. Fig. 5 shows example textual images, which can
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Fig. 6. (a) Symbol from the library (the gray spot is the center of mass), (b) angular span of the symbol, for  = 45 degrees, and (c) distance span of the symbol
with four entries.
be processed by the algorithm successfully. An example textual
image is given in Appendix A in compressed form.
The symbol comparison method used during the retrieval
process has to be scale-invariant as well. Otherwise, it is
impossible to detect the different occurrences of the same
symbol with different sizes. As opposed to most of the shape
comparison techniques, rotation invariance is not required
for symbol comparison. However, rotation invariance up to a
desired degree can be applied to detect minor rotations, e.g.,
slanted letters.
B. Spatial Domain Features
In order to have a scale-invariant and rotation-tolerant symbol
correlation method, distance span and angular span of symbols
are estimated. In this subsection, it is assumed that the symbols
in the library of a document are binary. However, both features
can be computed for gray scale symbols as well. These features
are simple variations of the distance and angle histograms in
[12], [13], in which they are used as shape descriptors of the ob-
jects for content-based retrieval. The distance and angular spans
of a symbol are computed with respect to the center of mass
.
Angular Span of a symbol is a vector whose entries are the
number of black pixels in -degree slices centered at with
respect to the horizontal axis. The entries are normalized by
the area, which is the total number black pixels, of the symbol.
In Fig. 6(a), a symbol is shown. In Fig. 6(b), the angular span
vector containing eight entries is computed for .
Distance Span of a symbol is also a vector whose entries
are the number of black pixels in between the concentric cir-
cles centered at with radius The entries are nor-
malized according to the distance of the farthest two pixels on
the symbol. In Fig. 6(c), the distance span vector of the symbol
shown in Fig. 6(a) is computed with four entries.
The correlation between two symbols is computed with re-
spect to these two vectors instead of actual pixel values in both
image compression and retrieval.
The rotation-tolerance can be also achieved with the help
of the angular span vector. Rotating the symbols degrees is
equivalent to circular shifting the angular span vector one slice.
Fig. 7. One-dimensional adaptive subband decomposition structure.
Therefore, the comparison of the circularly shifted angular span
vectors of symbols is used to achieve rotational invariance.
C. Extracted Features From the Wavelet Domain
The template query image is also analyzed by Adaptive Sub-
band Decomposition (ASD) to extract wavelet domain features.
The features are scale invariant as well. In the next paragraph
basic principles of Adaptive Wavelet Transform (AWT) is re-
viewed.
In feature extraction, the so-called high-low and low-high im-
ages obtained from AWT analysis are used. The AWT structure
is obtained by using adaptive filters instead of fixed filters in the
lifting based wavelet transform. One dimensional adaptive sub-
band decomposition structure [14]–[17] is shown in Fig. 7. Its
extension to two-dimensional (2-D) signals is straightforward
using the row by row and column by column filtering methods
as in ordinary 2-D separable subband decomposition (or wavelet
transform). In Fig. 7, the first subsignal is a downsampled
version of the original signal , a one dimensional signal which
is either a column or a row of the input image. As is obtained
after down-sampling, it contains only the even samples of the
signal . The sequence is a shifted and downsampled ver-
sion of , containing only odd samples of . The subsignal
is predicted from the samples of and the prediction error is
the subsignal which contains unpredictable regions such as
edges of the original signal. Various adaptation schemes can be
used for the predictor [14].
In our work, a nonlinear adaptive FIR-type estimator is used.
This predictor was observed to perform well for images that con-
tain very sharp edges and text [14]. The data within the analysis
window is first -trimmed, i.e., the highest and the lowest -per-
cent of the samples within the analysis window are removed and
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then an adaptive FIR-type estimator is used to predict the odd
samples from the even samples as follows:
(1)
Filter coefficients are updated using an LMS type al-
gorithm as follows:
(2)
where is the weight vector at time
instant , , and
.
The highband subsignal is given by
(3)
This structure is the simplest adaptive filterbank. Other adap-
tive filterbanks in which the low-band subsignal is a lowpass
filtered and downsampled version of the original signal can be
found in [14].
The extension of the adaptive filterbank structure to two
dimensions is straightforward. We first process the image
row-wise then column-wise, and obtain four subimages,
, , and . We use the subimages and
to extract features. It is well-known that the local extrema
in these images correspond to edges in the original image
[18], [19]. Let us define a pixel satisfying
a horizontal extremum of
. A vertical extremum of is defined in a similar manner.
We simply determine the number of significant horizontal and
local maxima in three horizontal and vertical lines in subimages
and , respectively. The distance between horizontal
and vertical lines are selected so that each symbol in the
codebook library is divided almost equally. For each template
image, we use these numbers to form a feature vector. In order
to make this vector scale invariant, three horizontal (vertical)
lines divide subimage into three equal size regions
according to the width (height) of the and subimage.
The main advantage of the adaptive wavelet transform over
ordinary wavelet transform is that no ringing artifacts appear at
the boundaries of the letters. In ordinary subband filters ringing
occurs and this may lead to incorrect results in estimating fea-
ture parameters which are based on extrema in subband images.
In binary images, binary subband decomposition methods [4]
can be used to extract features. Definition of an extrema is the
same as above.
D. Discussion on Selected Features
Features from the spatial domain are based on distance and
angular spans. These are two basic vectors that encode infor-
mation on the pixel distribution within a symbol. The angular
span encodes information with respect to the center of mass and
the x-axis. The distance span encodes information with respect
to the center of mass only. This can be better described by an
example. Consider two Latin characters “n” and “u”. The dis-
tance span of the two symbols are the same, but their angular
span is quite different. Obviously, there are situations where the
angular span of the symbols are very close. Such a situation may
occur when an “o”-like symbol is written in two forms with dif-
ferent circularity. Since we consider handwritten and connected
scripts, the two features from the spatial domains are not ade-
quate by themselves to differentiate nor uniquely specify sym-
bols.
The wavelet extrema feature vector handles the problem in a
different way. For example, consider a “p”-like symbol. Assume
that the symbol has two occurrences in one of which the vertical
line of the symbol is a bit longer than the other one. Then, both
of the features from the spatial domain give different values for
these two symbols. However, their wavelet extrema vectors are
similar enough to classify these two symbols as equal to each
other.
As a result, since each of the features has some limitations in
various cases, we decide to employ a combination of these three
vectors in computing the correlation between two extracted
symbols. However, the system might still fail for some cases.
For example, if a writer tries to fit words at the end of lines
then this leads to distortions of some words. Semantically, the
written words are the same, but morphologically they look like
two different words.
IV. CONTENT-BASED RETRIEVAL OF OTTOMAN ARCHIVES
In our content-based retrieval system, the query specifica-
tion is performed by identifying a region containing a word,
a phrase, or a sentence in the document image. Any keyword
or pattern search algorithm can be carried out over the code-
books of the document images. The template image is analyzed,
and distance and angular span vectors in spatial domain, and
wavelet extrema information are determined. Once the symbols
forming the template keyword image are identified according
to the extracted features, the locations of the symbols within the
documents are determined. If the symbols of a keyword image
appear consecutively in the codebook of a document image,
then that document is a match for the query. In our system, the
documents in the archive are ranked according to the partial
symbol-wise matching scheme. As the name of this method im-
plies, the similarity of a document to the query image is cal-
culated symbol-wise. In other words, the system orders the re-
sulting document images in the decreasing order of similarities
with respect to the symbols, since the query image is also split
into symbols.
For a query image of extracted symbols, a match between
the query image and a document may contain symbols,
where by default. The user may alter the
lower bound, but the system does not allow lower bounds to be
less than , because otherwise unsimilar documents can be
retrieved. The similarity of a retrieved document is denoted as
for the match. If there are more than one such matches for
a document, then the individual similarity measures are summed
up to obtain the final similarity measure.
Ordering of retrieved document images based on
symbol-wise similarities yields more efficient results than
pixel-wise pattern comparisons, because this approach allows
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Fig. 8. User interface of the content-based retrieval system. The query is identified by drawing a rectangle from the active image. The retrieved documents, ranked
by partial symbol-wise matching scheme, can be browsed by the help of the scrolling buttons, and any textual image can be viewed in enlarged form.
the query to be carried out in the compressed form of a
document image. In order to compute the similarities of the
symbols with respect to the extracted feature vectors, both in
extraction and matching, histogram intersection technique [20]
is employed, which is used by Swain and Ballard for color
descriptor comparisons. In this technique, two vectors are
intersected as a whole to obtain a similarity value. Let
and denote the th entries of two vectors of size , and
denote the similarity value between and . The
norm of the vectors are denoted as and , respectively.
Then, the similarity can be expressed as
(4)
takes values between 0 and 1, and if and are
equal to each other . The sizes of the feature vec-
tors are 8, 6, and 6 for angular and distance span, and wavelet
extrema vectors, respectively. In our case, the above histogram
intersection method is used to obtain similarity values for dis-
tance and angular span, and wavelet extrema feature vectors. A
global similarity value can be obtained by combining these three
partial similarity values with appropriate feature weights.
A. User Interface
The main user interface of the content-based retrieval
system1 is shown in Fig. 8. The query image viewing part
enables browsing the images within the active cluster, which
can be set easily from the archive hierarchy on the upper left
1The system is available at http://www.cs.bilkent.edu.tr/~ediz/bilmdg/ot-
toman/webclient.html.
part of the interface. The query selection is performed by
defining the query image region as a rectangle from the active
image. This query specification process is simply performed
by dragging and dropping the mouse over the query image
viewer. The weights of each of the three features (angular span,
distance span, and wavelet extrema) can be set separately,
which provides content-based retrieval by stressing on features
in a desired way (cf. Section V).
The documents in the archive are clustered based on the types
of digitized textual images (e.g., documents, firmans, portraits).
Images in other clusters can be also queried in addition to the ac-
tive folder, and the resulting textual images are presented in the
bottom part of the screen. The resulting documents are ranked
with respect to the partial symbol-wise matching scheme de-
scribed above. All of the retrieved documents can be viewed
with the help of scrolling buttons, and any textual image can be
enlarged in the upper right part of the interface. In this system,
the query region(s), as well as the partial matches, are identified
as rectangles to clarify the content-based retrieval.
B. Query Examples
In this section, three query examples are discussed. The
sample queries are selected among the document images and
the retrieval analysis is performed manually by evaluating the
results.
In Fig. 9, a frequent keyword is queried and the system re-
sponses to this query, as shown in Fig. 9(a). The system returns
21 documents 5 of which are irrelevant. All of the relevant doc-
uments are retrieved and the first two of them are shown in
Fig. 9(b) and (c). In order to visualize the matched keywords
better, the retrieved document can be displayed in a separate
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Fig. 9. A query example. (a) Document image where the query image is
specified by a rectangle. (b) First retrieved document with 3 matches. (c)
Second retrieved document with 1 match. The matched keywords in (b) and (c)
have different scales compared to the keyword in the query image.
window in its original size, while it can also be displayed in the
main user interface.
In Fig. 10, a keyword that only appears in a single document
is queried. The query image has three occurrences within the
document. The system returns that single document and all of
the three occurrences are found correctly within the retrieved
document, as shown in Fig. 10(b).
Fig. 11 shows another query example with a keyword not as
frequent as the first query image. The system returns three docu-
ments but in the document archive, there exist five relevant doc-
uments for this query. The system fails to retrieve the remaining
two documents. The reason for this result is the fact that the
query image exists in a somewhat distorted way within the doc-
uments that are not retrieved. The distortion is caused by two
factors. First, the query keyword is written at the end of a line
to fit into the space left. Second, small symbols that are not ex-
tracted due to the size limitations are written so close that the
system perceives them as new symbols.
The query examples in Figs. 9 and 11 also show the scale-
invariance property.
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
We constructed a sample Ottoman archive containing docu-
ments, portraits, and firmans as well as textual images mixed
Fig. 10. Query example. (a) Document image where the query image is
specified by a rectangle. (b) First retrieved document with three matches.
with figures corresponding to 102 document images. The doc-
ument images were collected from the books [21]–[24] and the
Web site of the Topkapı Palace Museum [25]. The average reso-
lution of the scanned document images is 415 345 pixels. Re-
lying on the Ottoman script symbols, the connected components
less than 100 pixels are discarded during the symbol extraction
process. In most Ottoman documents, there are no small sym-
bols above or below regular characters Arabic and Persian doc-
uments. Therefore, there is no retrieval accuracy loss due to dis-
carding small symbols which may be due to noise. Thus, the av-
erage symbol count for the archive is 31 symbols per document
image. The number of different symbols among the documents
in the archive is 228. The average symbol extraction process is
0.39 s on a 2000 MHz PC.
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the retrieval system,
two well-known metrics, precision and recall, are estimated
[26]. Precision is the ratio of the number of retrieved images
that are relevant to the number of retrieved images. Recall is
the ratio of the number of retrieved images that are relevant to
the total number of relevant images. Prior to the experiments,
the relevance degrees (1 for relevance, 0 for irrelevance) are
subjectively assigned to the images in order to signify the
relevance of an image to the query image. Moreover, the
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Fig. 11. Query example. (a) Document image where the query image is
specified by a rectangle. (b) First retrieved document with 1 match. (c) Third
retrieved document with one match (second retrieved document is the query
document itself.). This query example also shows the scale invariance property.
average case accuracy of the retrieval is examined for both each
feature separately and all of the features integrated.
In the experiments, the query images are randomly picked
from the archive among the set of candidate query images. We
have determined this set of candidate query images as the image
regions corresponding to some keywords appear more than once
among the documents. There are 30 candidate query images in
our set, and 16 query images are tested for the experiments. The
effectiveness is evaluated as the average of the results calculated
for each query separately. As in most information retrieval sys-
tems analysis [26], the individual precision values are interpo-
lated to a set of 11 standard recall levels (0, 0.1, 0.2, , 1) in
order to facilitate the computation of average of precision and
recall values.
Fig. 12 shows the interpolated precision-recall graph to eval-
uate the overall retrieval effectiveness. The retrieval process
is performed by integrating all feature vectors. To determine
the similarity of a query, a global metric can be obtained by
linear combination of three partial similarities with appropriate
weights. A possible set of weights can be determined by
performing similarity calculations for each feature separately
[27], which also provides more effective results by reflecting
Fig. 12. Interpolated precision-recall graph of retrieval effectiveness with
features integrated.
Fig. 13. Interpolated precision-recall graph of retrieval effectiveness of each
feature.
Fig. 14. Accuracy of retrieval for each feature and linear combination of all
three features.
the characteristics of each feature. The overall similarity value
is defined as follows:
(5)
where , and denote similarity measures for angular
span, distance span and wavelet extrema features, respectively.
In (5), angular span, distance span and wavelet extrema features
are linearly combined with pre-specified weights , and
.
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Fig. 13 presents the retrieval effectiveness of each feature sep-
arately. It can be seen that all of the three features have very close
average precision values for the standard recall levels. Wavelet
extrema information and angular span produce better results
compared to distance span in medium level recall levels. To see
the effect of the retrieval accuracy, a graph for the number of
retrieved relevant documents versus the number of documents
is plotted in Fig. 14. By the help of this experiment, the feature
weights are estimated to yield more effective results in querying
and retrieval. All of the features were observed to find a rele-
vant document in the first response, and the accuracy is at least
92% when first five responses are considered. The features are
assigned almost equal weights, and the overall retrieval perfor-
mance is obtained with weights , and as 0,35, 0,30,
and 0,35, respectively.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a content-based retrieval system for the Ot-
toman documents is presented. Documents in the database are
compressed using an improved version of the textual image
coding scheme developed in [2]. An important characteristic
of the symbol extraction process used in data compression is
its scale invariance, which enables to query any type of textual
image region successfully.
The Ottoman documents compressed in this special textual
form are effectively queried by specifying rectangular regions
in document images without any limitation on the size of the
query region. The querying takes place using only the com-
pressed data. Our symbol matching scheme ranks the resulting
document images in the decreasing order of similarities with re-
spect to the number of symbols matched. The total similarity is
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computed by comparing the symbols in the query region with
the pointers to the codebook. The resulting documents are pre-
sented by identifying the matched region of each document in a
rectangle.
The symbol extraction and correlation process is scale-in-
variant and three features from spatial and wavelet domain are
extracted. Angular span is a vector whose entries are the number
of black pixels in -degree slices centered at the center of mass
of a symbol with respect to the horizontal axis. Distance span is
also a vector whose entries are the number of black pixels in con-
centric circles centered at the center of mass and separated by
equal distances. These span vectors are normalized to provide
scale invariance. Scale-invariant features are also extracted from
the extrema of the wavelet transform computed by the Adaptive
Subband Decomposition (ASD).
Our framework ensures the storage and content-based re-
trieval of documents written in ordinary and connected scripts,
or even documents containing text mixed with pictures, figures,
signs, etc. Our symbol-extraction scheme allows us to process
gray level textual images without a binarization process for
symbol-extraction which may disturb the originality of the his-
torical documents. The proposed framework for content-based
retrieval is also applicable to other historical and cultural
archives using different scripts.
Effectiveness of the retrieval process was evaluated using in-
terpolated precision-recall graphs for each of the features sepa-
rately, and better results are obtained by linearly combining the
three features. Experimental studies show that the system suc-
cessfully retrieve documents containing the keyword image.
APPENDIX
EXAMPLE TEXTUAL IMAGE IN COMPRESSED FORM
An excerpt from a document in textual form is given in this
section. The first of five integers in a row is the symbol identi-
fier, and the remaining four values are -offset, -offset, symbol-
width, and symbol-height, respectively. The offset coordinates
denote the Euclidean distance between the lower left corners of
the two adjacent symbols (see equation at the bottom of the pre-
vious page).
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